This article, published in Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses, is a Response to
Dr Gordon D. Fee’s Article “1 Corinthians 7:1-7 Revisited”.

What Did Paul Mean?
The Debate on 1 Cor 7:1-7

While turning over the leaves of the Margaret Thrall Festschrift at the Barcelona
SNTS-Meeting, 2004, my eye was caught by Professor G. D. Fee’s article “1
Corinthians 7:1-7 Revisited”. This is an attempt to refute the criticism I directed in
my 1994 Leuven Colloquium paper “‘Fornication’ and ‘Concession’? Interpreting 1
Cor 7:1-7” against the position of his Commentary”1. At the Colloquium, a friend
of his asked my permission to communicate my paper to Fee, which I granted
freely.
It is astonishing how Fee thinks he can ride out the devastating criticism that
was directed against his many incorrect statements about linguistic matters on
which he had based his interpretation, and tries, instead, to rid himself of my
criticism by presenting me throughout his paper as an advocate of the “traditional
view”. He himself represents, the “new” or “emergent consensus”, i.e. the more
enlightened, and hence, the supposedly correct view. He apparently thinks that
hard, factual argument, might lose its evidential value if the opponent can be made
to appear as a “traditionalist”. However, in order to guard against the boomerang
effect, he has tucked away in the footnotes the admission “Although it must be
pointed out that C.’s [= Caragounis’s] view is anything but ‘traditional’ on several
other matters, as will be pointed out later” (p. 198, n. 7). But if my view is
“anything but traditional”, then I must decline the profferred honor! As a matter of
fact, I begin my discussion by criticizing and rejecting both the ‘traditional’ and the
‘new consensus’ views2 without using any loaded expressions, but simply referring
to them as “View One” and “View Two”. This I deem to be the correct procedure,
in order to let the discussion run on the basis of hard arguments and facts rather
than prejudice.3
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My study appeared in The Corinthian Corresponce, ed. R. Bieringer, Leuven: Peeters 1996,
543-59.
2
This is admitted by Fee at a later point (p. 200).
3
If at any point I share a common position with the traditional or the new consensus views,
that makes me neither a supporter of the one nor of the other. Not all details of a rejected position
need be wrong.
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My article revolved around three problematic areas (1) the persons addressed in
1 Cor 7:1, (2) the meaning of dia; de; ta;" porneiva" (vs. 2). and (3) the meaning of
suggnwvmh (vs. 6). Having read Fee’s ‘refutation’, I think not only that my criticism
was well-deserved, but also that today I would have expressed myself more
strongly on some of the issues touched upon in 1994.
The present paper assumes knowledge of the argument and evidence I presented
against Fee’s position in my earlier study. This evidence will not be repeated here.
Fee’s first objection is that I tone down the Corinthians “sexual immorality”.
This charge is made because I have asserted that in the past inordinate emphasis has
been placed on the ‘sinfulness’ of the Corinthians, and for claiming that “the
Corinthians Christians would seem to have been very ordinary Christians, of the
sort that have populated Christian Churches throughout the centuries” (p. 201)4.
Having lived and worked for almost fifty years within many different, chiefly
Protestant, denominations, I would now be inclined to say that my statement was
actually an understatement. But it is, understandably, easier to talk about the
immorality of a bygone age, especially if this can be utilized to uphold a favorite
interpretation, than to talk about current problems.5
1. The Persons Addressed
In trying to controvert my first point, Fee writes:
What kind of syntactical relationships are involved in a sentence that reads: peri; de; w|n
ejgravyate, kalo;n ajnqrwvpw/ gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai? For if one tries to diagram this
sentence grammatically, where would the opening prepositional phrase be positioned (as a
modifier) in relation to the main clause (kalo;n ktl.)? The point, of course, is that the
sentence qua sentence could be diagrammed all right (the preposition would modify the
suppressed “is”), but in fact such a sentence makes no sense at all … The sentence as it
stands is a non sequitur.6
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Fee claims that I have mistaken his presentation of others’ views as his own. Actually, an
author often betrays whether he is in agreement with a quote or not. Throughout his article Fee
capitalizes on the Corinthians’s ‘immorality’. Now Fee finds it necessay to modify his statement
by inserting “alleged” (p. 200 n.10), which implies that his statement was not interpreted
incorrectly.
5
As I pen these words, in Sweden a pastor has been condemned to one month’s imprisonment
for having preached against homosexuality. A few years ago the Archbishop of Sweden allowed
to set up in the country’s chief Sanctuary (the Cathedral of Uppsala) an exhibition in which lifesize pictures of naked men portrayed Jesus and John the Baptist as homosexuals and the Last
Supper band of Jesus and his disciples as transvestites. Such things did not happen in the Corinth
of Paul’s day.
6
Fee, “1 Corinthians 7:1-7 Revisited”, 203.
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Fee’s claim in the last two sentences leaves me dumbfounded. If he knows that
the sentence as sentence is “all right”, then what is the problem? For the sentence,
in fact, does make not merely good but perfect sense, constituting Paul’s partial
(first preference) answer. He returns to the idea that it is better for a man not to
touch a woman, i.e. not to marry, repeatedly in this chapter (vv. 7, 8, 26-28, 36-387,
and 40). If Fee pronounces such a sentence a non sequitur, one is, unfortunately,
forced to wonder how Fee relates to the Greek text. Such sentences as this must
have occurred on the lips of Greeks times without number.8
In support of the claim that the sentence is a non sequitur if kalo;n etc. is
understood as Paul’s words, he contends that the phrase peri; de; occurs six times in
1 Cor, and that in all other cases there is a ‘specific content’, e.g. “the virgins” (vs.
25).9 What he, however, fails to note is that the phrase peri; de; is constructed with a
genitive. The content of peri; de; in 7:1 is clearly the genitive w|n ejgravyate.10 Thus,
this clause, too, is constructed with the necessary genitive. The phrase w|n
ejgravyate is sufficient to signal the grammatically correct expression for peri; de;,
although we do not a priori know what exactly lies behind ejgravyate. However,
the specific content of ejgravyate is known both to the Corinthians and to Paul (and
here we shall do well to remember, that in corresponding with his churches, Paul
did not have us moderns in mind!). Both Paul and the Corinthians know what they
are corresponding about, and the issue under discussion gradually becomes clear
even for us, outsiders, when we read Paul’s answer. To what issue of their letter he
is referring becomes clear from the content of his opinion: “it is better for a man not
to touch a woman”. The sentence beginning with kalo;n, therefore, cannot be made
the content of ejgravyate (this is forbidden by grammar)11, as though it were the
Corinthians’ own words, but is Paul’s answer in reference to their questions.
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On which now see Caragounis, The Development of Greek and the New Testament (WUNT
167), Tübingen: Mohr-Siebeck 2004, 299-316.
8
Accordingly, in Neohellenic one could say, for example: o{son ajfora/' ejkei'no peri; tou'
oJpoivou mou' e[graye", kala; qa; kavmei" na; mh; e[lqh/" pro;" to; parovn = “with regard to that which
you wrote to me about, you will do well (better) not to come for the time being”. There is
absolutely no problem with this Pauline sentence.
9
Fee, “1 Corinthians 7:1-7 Revisited”, 203.
10
The longer reading moi, supported by A D F G Y and the Majority text (the so-called
Byzantine, see Caragounis, The Development of Greek, 482 ff.) would make the reference of w|n
ejgravyate even more definite. However, although this reading is probably original (it has good
MS support, is also witnessed by other ancient witnesses not noted i N-A: Origenes,
Chrysostomos, Theodoretos, Catena in 1 Cor, and finally it gives the best sense), in order not to
prejudice my argument, I will not base it on it. On the other hand, whether moi in included or not,
the meaning is still the same, since the Corinthians’ letter was addressed to Paul.
11
See Caragounis, “‘Fornication’ and ‘Concession’?” 545f. and 559.
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Having settled once and for all this initial but basic point that kalo;n ajnqrwvpw/
ktl. sets forth Paul’s own position, we can now go on to deal with the other
misapprehensions of the virgins club theory.
2. The Meaning of a{ptesqai gunaikov"
Fee chides me for having written that a{ptesqai gunaiko;" “is not a set
expression for having sexual intercource”. He says that “His [Caragounis’] reason
for this, however, does not seem to be lexical: rather he makes these demmurals
because he wants to take the phrase as a metonymy for marriage” (204), and he
goes on to present eight texts that are supposed to prove that this phrase always
means just what he takes it to mean. Fee does not even give me the benefit of the
doubt that, on the contrary, I might, for example, be taking gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai
in this particular context as a way of referring to marriage precisely because the
expression is not a set expression for having sexual relations. But let us turn to
what I actually wrote:
The expression gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai in such a context is naturally euphemistic, and
has the sense of “not to have relations with a woman”. The phrase corresponds to another,
more usual phrase in antiquity, sc. ta; jAfrodivsia, “sex relations”. Under what form these
relations are to be had the verb itself says nothing about. Fee, who mistakenly supposes
that the statement represents the position of Corinthian ascetics “promoting an ascetic
ideal, not simply celibacy per se”, claims – again mistakenly – that the expression always
12
without ambiguity … refers to having sexual intercourse” , and adds that it cannot be
“extended or watered down to mean ‘… to marry’”13.

Having read Fee’s objections and arguments against this in his rejoinder, I
consider that I could not have expressed the situation better than I have done in the
above statement.
That I have interpreted the expression gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai as euphemistic
and as meaning “not to have (sexual) relations with a woman” is quite plain from
the above quote. It is, therefore, gratuitous for Fee to strain himself to prove by
means of his eight texts that this expression refers to sexual relations. No one
denies that this phrase often refers to such relations.14 What I have pointed out,
however, is that this phrase “is not a set expression for having sexual intercourse,
as Fee seems to suppose” (p. 547, n. 15), and that Fee has misinterpreted some of
his eight examples, which do not support his claims. Fee’s comment that my
12

Following my criticism, he now, however, concedes that he had overstated his case when
he said “always without ambiguity”.
13
Caragounis, “Fornication’ and ‘Concession’?” 546f.
14
Indeed, Greek literature exhibits a large number of texts with this meaning.
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“reason for this, however, does not seem to be lexical” is unfair, since I did criticize
his interpretation of these texts. I will, however, now do it even more explicitly.
1. It must be insisted upon here that Ruth 2:9 in not concerned with sexual
relations but has the general sense of molestation.
2. Gen 20:6 is interesting. Abimelech took Sarah from Abraham apparently
because his own wife could not bear him children. Thus, he took Sarah to make her
his wife. The detail in vs. 17 that God healed Abimelech and his wife and so they
could now have children, not only shows this but also implies that Abimelech had
taken Sarah not for casual sexual relations but in order for her to be his wife (she
had apparently stayed for some time in his house, since what vs.18 describes could
not have taken place in one night). See also the Josephos text, below.
3. Moreover, Fee does not cite Gen 26:7-11. Now this text is important, for it
shows that the same expression (a{ptesqai + gen.) is used with regard to both Isaak
and Rebecca (oJ aJptovmeno" tou' ajnqrwvpou touvtou h] th'" gunaiko;" aujtou'), where
clearly at least the reference to Isaak does not have any sexual overtones.
4. But there is more evidence against Fee’s position. Plutarchos, Alexander, 21
has been misunderstood by Fee. The text goes:
jAll j jAlevxandro" ... to; kratei'n eJautou' basilikwvteron hJgouvmeno", ou[te touvtwn
e[qigen ou[te a[llhn e[gnw, plh;n Barsivnh". au{th de; meta; th;n Mevmnono" teleuth;n chvra
genomevnh ... pepaideumevnhn de; paideivan eJllhnikh;n kai; trovpon ejpieikh;" ou|sa ...
Parmenivwno" protreyamevnou to;n jAlevxandron ... kalh'" kai; genaiva" a{yasqai
gunaikov".
But Alexander ... who considered self-restraint as more royal, neither touched (NB!
e[qigen) them (Darius’ female relatives) nor did he know any other woman before
marriage, except Barsine. This woman after [her husband] Memnon’s death became widow
... had received a Greek education and was of gentle manners. ... At the suggestion of
Parmenion [Alexander’s old general] Alexander ... (decided) to attach himself to such a
beautiful and noble woman [i.e. as wife!].

Here the verb qiggavnw is used of casual relations to Darius’ women relatives,
which are said never to have taken place, while the verb a{ptesqai is reserved for
expressing Alexander’s marriage to Barsine. It is interesting that Plutarchos speaks
first of Alexander’s not knowing (e[gnw) any woman except Barsine and then goes
on to qualify how this “knowing” of Barsine took place: it was when Alexander, at
the suggestion of Parmenion, married Barsine — a procedure that Plutarchos
describes by the verb a{yasqai! Plutarchos, therefore, witnesses to the use of
a{ptesqai (gunaikov") with the meaning of “marry (a woman)”. Fee mentioned this
text but did not quite understand its import.
5. Another one of Fee’s eight examples is Josephus, Antiquities, I. 161-65.
Again the import of this text has not been adequately presented by Fee, who
apparently did not examine the context but merely contented himself with taking a
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sentence out of the Loeb translation. Thus, he misunderstood what the text actually
means. The text is:
Dio; kai; Farawvqh" oJ basileu;" ... qeavsasqai spoudavsa" oi|ov" t j h\n a{yasqai th'"
Savrra" (“Wherefore, also Pharaoh, the king ... was minded (diligent) to see her and was
about to a{yasqai Sarah”).

What Josephus means by a{yasqai becomes clear a few lines further down, at I.
165, a text that Fee neither quotes nor refers to:
Nomivzwn ga;r ajdelfh;n ajll j ouj gunai'ka aujtou' spoudavsai peri; aujth;n suggevneian
poihvsasqai boulovmeno" (“Believing that she was his [Abraham’s] sister, he [Pharaoh]
showed eagerness to become his relative by means of her [i.e. by marrying Sarah]).15

Quite clearly then, Josephus uses a{yasqai th'" Savrra" in the sense of
“marrying Sarah”.
The expression kalo;n ajnqrwvpw/ gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai is comparative: “it is
better for a man not to touch a woman”. This is made clear by the fact that Paul has
another alternative, namely, the course of action that he recommends in verse 216.
That such a suggestion, “not to touch a woman”, could never have been made by
Paul if it related to marriage relations – as Fee construes it – becomes obvious from
the fact that Paul insists on full marital relations. The expression, therefore, refers
to celibacy, that is, that it is better not to have any relations with any woman, i.e.
not to marry at all, and he gives reasons for that later in the same chapter (cf. vs. 8:
kalo;n aujtoi'" eja;n meivnwsin wJ" kajgwv, vs. 26: dia; th;n ejvnestw'san ajnavgkhn)17.
The above linguistic treatment leads to the conclusion that the examples that Fee
has presented to prove his contention that a{ptesqai gunaikov" refer always without
ambiguity to having sexual relations to the exclusion of marriage is simply not
true18.
15

Even the Loeb edition renders by “he had wished to contract a marriage alliance”. If Fee
had examined the context, he might have been spared the embarrassment. I regret that I did not
investigate this text more minutely in 1994, but unnecessarily half conceded it to Fee.
16
See Caragounis, “Fornication’ and ‘Concession’?” 546.
17
Fee makes light of the facts that if sexual relations within marriage were in view here, Paul
would have used ajnhvr not a[nqrwpo" and he would have qualified gunaiko;" by a possessive.
18
The Fathers and other early authors understand gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai as connected with
marriage. Thus Eusebios, Quaestiones evangelicae ad Stephanum, 28. 22: meta; de; to;
sunafqh'nai to;n ∆Iwsh;f kai; par∆ aujtw'/ genevsqai, para; pa'siv te gunai'ka aujtou' crhmativsai,
sunovntwn ajllhvloi", kai; th'" gamikh'" oJmiliva" a{ptesqai; In his De Virginitate 27. 51:
Chrysostomos connects the Pauline saying with marriage: o{per ou\n kai; oJ makavrio" Pau'lo"
ejpoivhsen. Eijpw;n gavr: “Kalo;n ajnqrwvpw/ gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai”, ajpephvdhsen ejpi; to;n gavmon
eujqevw", while in 61. 151: he shows that he understands gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai as referring to
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3. Dia; de; ta;" porneiva"
I have argued this issue at length in my first study to which the reader is
referred. Here I will only comment on Fee’s objections. He writes:
What makes Caragounis’s view seem untenable is his assertion following the quote
from Tobit: ‘Tobias’ use of dia; porneivan (singular and [anarthrous] is to all intents and
purposes an identical construction with the one under consideration)’19.

And he comments “And so by fiat one removes the obstacles of the article and
the plural!”
This comment is obviously uninformed. If we suppose that Paul had used dia; de;
ta;" ejpiqumiva" – would not this expression have referred to “lusts”? In a similar
manner, if Tobias had said: ouj di j ejpiqumivan ejgw; lambavnw th;n ajdelfhvn mou
tauvthn – would not the expression have meant the same thing? There can be no
doubt about either of these sentences. Thus, when I wrote “to all intents and
purposes”, I was referring to the fact, and I said so, too, that on the surface there are
the differences of the article and the plural, but that these differences have no
bearing on the meaning conveyed. It is, thus, not a “fiat” but feeling for what is
natural for Greek that lies behind my statement. Or is Fee unaware that many things
can be said in Greek both with and without the article without changing the basic
meaning? Paul could not have written dia; de; porneiva"; he had to use the article
since he had chosen to use the plural, nor could Tobias have said: dia; ta;"
porneiva", since he was using the singular, nor again dia; th;n porneivan. The
anarthrous singular was the correct procedure in this case. Similarly, in Gal 5:16 we
read: kai; ejpiqumivan sarko;" ouj mh; televshte. But this could hardly have been kai;
virginity: Kai; pro;" tau'ta ajntigravfwn kai; peri; tou' gavmou nomoqetw'n, eijsavgei kai; to;n peri;
th'" parqeniva" lovgon: Kalo;n ajnqrwvpw/ gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai. That Chrysostomos understands
gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai of marriage, becomes clear from his De Virginitate 32:41, in which he
cites it along with Mt 19:10: Dia; tou'to ga;r ajrcovmeno" e[lege: “Kalo;n ajnqrwvpw/ gunaiko;" mh;
a{ptesqai”. Dia; tou'to kai; oiJ maqhtai; pro;" to;n kuvrion ei\pon: “Eij ou{tw" ejsti;n hJ aijtiva tou'
ajnqrwvpou meta; th'" gunaikov", ouj sumfevrei gamh'sai”, see also his Commentary on 1
Corinthians ad loc. Further, Theodoretos, Interpretation in xiv epistulas sancti Pauli, (Migny) 82.
272. 8 writes: th'" de; porneiva" kathgorw'n, sugcwrw'n de; th;n gamikh;n koinwnivan. Eijrhkw;" gavr,
o{ti kalo;n ajnqrwvpw/ gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai, ejphvgage: “Dia; de; ta;" porneiva" e{kasto" th;n ijdivan
gunai'ka ejcevtw”. Theodotetos understood ejcevtw of marriage! Finally, Nikolaos I Mystikos (IX-X
A.D.), Opuscula diversa 199. XI.1 while discussing marriage quotes Paul’s words to show that
gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai refers to celibacy, i. e. not to marry: o{ti tou' ajpostovlou ‘Kalo;n ajnqrwvpw/
gunaiko;" mh; a{ptesqai’ th;n ajgamivan protimw'nto" ei|rhtai (“That the Apostle’s ‘it is better for a
man not to touch a woman’ was said to show his preference for celibacy”).
19
Caragounis, “Fornication’ and ‘Concession’?” , 551, referred to by Fee, “1 Corinthians 7:17 Revisited”, 208.
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th;n ejpiqumivan (th'") sarko;" ouj ktl. for then he would have limited himself to just
one type of desire. He could, of course, have written kai; ejpiqumiva" sarko;" ktl.,
and he could also have expressed it by kai; ta;" ejpiqumiva" th'" sarko;" ktl. Again
in Col 3:5: nekrwvsate ou\n ta; mevlh ta; ejpi; th'" gh'", porneivan, ajkaqarsivan, pavqo"
ktl. could also have been: th;n porneivan, th;n ajkaqarsivan, to; pavqo", ktl. Thus,
that Paul uses the arthrous plural dia; de; ta;" porneiva" can under no circumstances
in this context be understood as implying concrete cases of fornication and not the
metonymical use of porneiva to mean “lusts”, lusts that can lead to fornication20.
Moreover, the metonymical use of porneiva" for ‘lusts’ here finds corroboration
in vv. 36-38. This text, too, is currently interpreted problematically. For example,
Fee tries to establish the same line of interpretation, that is, that this text is written
in the light of the virgins club in Corinth, but he soon runs into difficulties and in
the end he is forced to admit failure to having interpreted the text satisfactorily. The
reader is here conveniently referred to the recent discussion of this problem in my
The Development of Greek and the New Testament, 299-316.
It also causes astonishment that Fee can treat so lightly the observation I made
earlier that, if Paul had intended actual cases of immorality, he would have used
moiceiva" rather than porneiva" (my study, p. 550). Nor is he willing to face the
problem squarely that, if actual cases of immorality were in view here, Paul would
necessarily be making also the Christian women go to the brothels of Corinth, since
the admonition is directed to both men and women! His explanation that:
In the “traditional view,” the women are the beneficiaries of Paul’s admonition (they
get to be married, which at the same time will hopefully stave off the men’s going to the
prostitutes); In (sic) the “emerging consensus,” they are themselves the cause of the
problem (by denying sexual relations to their husbands, the latter satisfy their sexual needs
elsewhere)

is no answer at all to the insuperable probelm I have raised: namely, that Paul’s
words apply equally to both men and women, and that in Fee’s interpretation, the
Corinthian women, too, would be in the habit of going to the prostitutes of Corinth,
a clearly absurd idea. It thus appears that what interpretation is grammatically
possible or impossible in Greek is a matter of no consequence. The choice seems to
be dictated by the theory rather than by what the text says.
4. The Meaning of ejcevtw

20

That such lusts could in some cases lead to actual porneiva is true, and I have said so (550),
but this is irrelevant here.
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Objecting to Fee’s peculiar interpretation of ejcevtw and his consequent exegesis,
I wrote:
Fee insists that “that there is no known evidence that the idiom ‘to have a wife’ means
‘to take a wife’” and argues that the meaning of ejcevtw is “to take a woman sexually”, i.e.
“to have sexual relations with a woman / wife”. Once again Fee has not been careful in his
collation of the evidence. The verb e[cw can certainly be used of “marrying a wife” as well
as of “having a wife”, i.e. of being married or living in the state of marriage21.

and then went on to treat briefly the evidence that Fee had presented, showing that
it did not support his conclusion.
In his rejoinder Fee brings no new evidence against my criticism. He simply
reiterates his earlier arguments and thinks that there is
no compelling reason to think that the language here has anything other than its normal
usage: “let each man continue in relations with his own wife and each wife continue in
relations with her own husband”.

This is an awful lot of English words for the Greek ejcevtw! But is this the
“normal usage” of this verb? Let us see.
The verb e[cein is used in a very large number of senses22. One of these is when
the verb is used of a man in relation to a woman or of a woman in relation to a man.
In both cases the sense is to have as wife / husband, i.e. ‘to be married to’. As
examples I cite: Homeros, Odysseia, IV. 569: ou{nek j e[cei" JElevnhn kai; sfi
gambro;" Dio;" e[ssi (“for you have Helen to wife and for them you are Zeus’ son in
law”)23; Xenophon, Kyrou Paideia, I. 5. 4: Kuaxavrh" de; ... e[pempe ... pro;"
Kambuvshn to;n th;n ajdelfh;n e[conta (“Kyaxares send a message to Kambyses who
had married his sister / had his sister to wife”); Mk 6:18: e[legen de; oJ jIwavnnh" tw'/
JHrwvdh/ o{ti oujk e[xestin soi e[cein th;n gunai'ka tou' ajdelfou' sou (“it is not
permitted you to have [to wife] (i.e. ‘to be married to’) the wife of your brother”24)
and, what Fee mistakenly denies, of a woman who has a husband: Kallimachos,
Aitia, III. 1. 27: oujk a[llon, numfivon eJxevmenai (“not to have another bridegroom /
husband”). In Jn 4:17 the Samaritan woman says: oujk e[cw a[ndra (“I have no
husband”). Indeed, this meaning (used of both men and women) must have
occurred times without number in the history of the language and still occurs in
21

Caragounis, “Fornication’ and ‘Concession’?” 547 f.
D. Dhmhtravkou, Lexiko;n o{lh" th'" eJllhnikh'" glwvssh", devotes to its uses 5,5 follio pages
listing 55 meaning units, which contain even more particular senses.
23
See also Homeros, Odysseia, VII. 313; Ilias III. 53; VI. 398.
24
That this is a case of marriage, not merely of sexual relations (Fee’s thesis) is shown by
Josephos’ explicit words in Antiquities, XVIII. 5. 1 (= XVIII. 110).
22
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Neohellenic extremely frequently. The idea of “having a wife / husband” or of
“being married” signals to Fee “sexual relations”. He thus thinks that “to have a
wife / husband” means nothing other than “to have sexual relations with one’s wife
or husband”. This is a great mistake. As I have pointed out in my earlier study,
sexual relations are naturally implied in every normal marriage. But this idea is
only in the background when this expression is used. To the Greek mind sexual
relations are not the primary or consciously most highlighted meaning of the word
e[cein gunai'ka / a[ndra. For a Greek “to have a wife” means “to be married” and in
certain contexts “to get married”. Accordingly, the Samaritan woman is not saying
to Jesus “I am not having sexual relations with any man (viz. today, yesterday or
tomorrow)”, but “I am not married to any man”!
Fee, who wants to interpret ejcevtw in 1 Cor 7:2 not of marriage but of having
sexual relations, claims that “there is no known evidence that the idiom ‘to have a
wife’ means ‘to take a wife’” and argues that the meaning of ejcevtw is “to take a
woman sexually”25. He tries to establish this meaning by means of Ex 2:1. That Fee
has misinterpreted this passage I have shown already in my earlier article, to which
the reader is referred26. Here I reiterate one of the texts I took up at that time, with
regard to which Fee now keeps quiet. Tob 3.8: reads:
\Hn dedomevnh ajndravsin eJptav, kai; Asmodau" to; ponhro;n daimovnion ajpevkteinen
aujtou;" pri;n h] genevsqai aujtou;" met j aujth'" wJ" ejn gunaixivn. Kai; ei\pan aujth'/ Ouj sunivei"
ajpopnivgousav sou tou;" a|ndra"… h[dh eJpta; e[sce" kai; eJno;" aujtw'n oujk wjnavsqh"
She [Sarah] had been given to seven men, but Asmodeus the evil demon killed them
one by one before they had been [lain] with her as with women. And they [the servant
girls] said to her: Do you not understand that you strangle your husbands? you have
already been married to seven of them and you have had no pleasure with anyone of
them!27

This passage states that Sarah had been married (e[sce") to seven husbands but
that she had had no sexual relations (wjnavsqh", cf. also pri;n h] genevsqai aujtou;" met j
aujth'") with anyone of them! This passage deals the coup de grâce to Fee’s
interpretation. It is so decisive that it ought to have settled the matter long ago.
In spite of this, Fee, who perceived that his argument had been refuted, in his
rejoinder, having nothing substantial to counterpose, merely quibbles that:

25

So in his commentary, 278. See also Caragounis, “‘Fornication’ and ‘Concession’?” 547.
Caragounis, “‘Fornication’ and ‘Concession’?”, 548.
27
For this use of ojnivnhmi see Euripides, Medeia 1348: o}" ou[te levktrwn neogavmwn ojnhvsomai
(“who will have no pleasure of the newly-wed bed”).
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The verb is used to refer to someone who is, or has been married, not to someone
heretofore unmarried who is going to “take a wife”28.

It seems that Fee’s theory must die “the death of a thousand qualifications”. This
new objection by Fee simply flies in the face of Tob 3:8, which uses the verb e[cw
when speaking of Sarah’s seven marriages, i.e. she took (e[sce") seven men, and in
regard to whom it is stated that she has had no sexual relations with anyone of them!
This Tobit passage is not unique in using e[cw (a[ndra / gunai'ka) in the sense of
marrying or getting married to a wife or a husband. This meaning is found also e.g.
in Herodotos, III. 31:
tovte ou\n Kambuvsh" e[ghme th;n ejrwmevnhn, meta; mevntoi ouj pollo;n crovnon e[scen
a[llhn ajdelfhvn (“Then Kambyses married (e[ghme) his beloved (a sister of his), and soon
afterwards he married (e[scen) another sister”)29.

No one can dispute the fact that here, too, the verb e[scen is used in the sense of
“got married”. Indeed, the matter is so clear that Fee’s ‘problem’ with this
expression should never have seen the light of day.
In this connection, Aristoteles is quite instructive. In his Categories, 15b, in
which he discusses the various uses of the verb e[cein, he writes:
e[cein ga;r oijkivan kai; ajgro;n legovmeqa. legovmeqa de; kai; gunai'ka e[cein kai; hJ gunh;
a[ndra: e[oike de; ajllotriwvtato" oJ nu'n rJhqei;" trovpo" tou' e[cein ei\nai: oujde;n ga;r a[llo
tw'/ e[cein gunai'ka shmaivnomen h] o{ti sunoikei'.30
We speak of having a house or a field. We also speak of having a wife and of a woman
as having a husband. But the last instance of ‘having’ just mentioned seems to be quite
different, since by having a wife we mean nothing other than to live with a wife.

What Aristoteles means is that having a wife or a husband does not signal
possession as in the case of a house or a field, but relation: it means to live with a
wife or a husband, that is, to live in the married state (sunoikei'). Now living in the
married state implies much more than sex. Though important, sex occupies a very
small part in the lives of the partners. What sunoikei' means becomes clear from 1 Pt
3:7, who uses the same verb as Aristoteles, when he writes:
28

Fee, “1 Corinthians 7:1-7 Revisited”, 210.
See also LSJ, s.v. e[cw.
30
See further the distinction in the philosopher Simplikios, In Aristotelis categorias
commentarium, 8. 368 and 372, between possession (kthvmata) and relation (scevsin), in which he
also quotes Aristoteles on the various meanings of e[cein.
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oiJ ajndre" oJmoivw" sunoikou'nte" kata; gnw'sin wJ" ajsqenestevrw/ skeuvei tw'/ gunaikivw/,
ajponevmonte" timh;n wJ" kai; sugklhronovmoi" cavrito" zwh'", ktl.

Surely, Peter is not urging the husbands here to be having sexual relations with
their wives, but to live their lives together daily in a manner that is consonant with
their faith!
5. The Meaning of suggnwvmh
The meaning of suggnwvmh has been adequately discussed in my earlier paper. There
is no need to enlarge on this at present, especially since Fee has not really
controverted my findings. He merely thinks that:
It is difficult to imagine that the Corinthians could have been able to extrapolate all of
this out of a mere kata; suggnwvmhn.31

This remark appears to stem from a lack of feeling for the pulse of the language, the
idiom, the shared stock between those who communicate in Greek. “Extrapolating
this” may be difficult for Fee but not for the Corinthians, who used the same
language as Paul and knew what he was saying. I have discussed this matter fully in
my 1994 study32.
6. Conclusions
The above discussion is a response to Dr Fee’s attempt to controvert my criticism of
his interpretation of 1 Cor 7:1-7. Fee’s present article bristles with problematic
grammatical assertions exhibiting a rather vague understanding of what is possible
or impossible in Greek. But it has given me the opportunity to return to this subject,
to answer his objections, and to provide more evidence, an evidence that shows that
Fee’s interpretation of the Greek text is unnatural and defective.
The first two verses should be translated as:
“Now with regard to what you wrote to me about, it is better for a man not to touch a
woman [i.e. not to marry]. However, on account of [your] sexual urges let each man have
his own wife and each woman have her own husband [let each man and each woman get
married]”.
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Fee, “1 Corinthians 7:1-7 Revisited”, 212.
Caragounis, “‘Fornication’ and ‘Concession’?”, 554-59.

